After a variety of regulatory and payment schemes have failed to stem the rising tide of health care cost, the Omnibus Budget ReconciliationAct of 1989 mandates the creation of a system of decision rules called practice parameters for appropriate medical action in many circumstances. A large body of practice guidelines already exists, but lacks the internal coherence required of a policy tool. Professional organizations therefore have developed attributes to achieve uniform style. However, little has been said or published about the constraints that might be imposed on the structure and content of an efficient and coherent system. The arguments presented here lead to the following conclusions:(a) process control is an inefficient tool to manage outcome-standards should reflect product control; (b) guidelines that proscribe are more likely to be supported by scientific data and consensus than those that prescribe; (C) the decision thresholds contained in such directives are policy choices rather than scientific imperatives; (d) 
On the other hand, the swollen flow of data has not demonstrably improved medical productivity overall. The efficiency of producing laboratory information and the inefficiencies of utilizing it thus ifiustrate conflict produced by the impact of effervescent technology on the activities of a humanistic profession.
In analyzing this dilemma two potential problems are expected to "ensure that practice parameters are scientifically sound, clinically relevant, and applicable in the day-today practice of medicine" (9).
The proposed blueprint should largely codify the development and format of new guidelines and thereby foster their uniformity.
On the other hand, the blueprint is silent concerning the expected utility of practice parameters, and does not specifically address their effect on outcome. Indeed, the attributes do not attempt to establish a conceptual framework by which an efficient and coherent body of health care guidelines should be constructed.
Thus, the blueprint itself can be viewed as a tool for process control in the development of guidelines, rather than a tool to control outcome in health care that might result from the implementation of a system of practice parameters. That second intent demands consideration of such structural features as the following ( of such gradings in practice parameters eludes formal rigor and cannot avoid subjective preferences that reflect the circumstances under which the choice is made: Should a given procedure be prescribed only when appropriate by the most stringent criterion of general consensus, in the larger number of cases where the majority of experts find it appropriate, or also in cases where the utility of the procedure is considered equivocal? Conversely, should the same procedure be proscribed only when inappropriate by consensus, when found inappropriate by an expert majority, or even when considered equivocal? Inevitably, such choices reflect social, economical, and other policy preferences about the desired outcome.
The Content of a System of Practice Parameters
Decision analysis, artificial inteffigence, and operations research are the three available tools for formally optimizing decisions. Any guideline objectively addressing outcome probably utilizes one of these instruments. As an entire system of medical practice parameters is being developed, the characteristics of these techniques will define the limits to modeling cognitive processes. These properties must be analyzed so that resources are concentrated on implementable guidelines. Decision analysis is based on the theory of expected utility. Using a set of principles thought to satisfy criteria for rational choices Successful management of all these situations demands integration of a clinical aspect and a laboratory aspect, with the clinical viewpoint defining the problem at hand as well as the relevant drug agents, and the laboratory viewpoint defining the sample to be analyzed as well as the assay methods to be used. A practically useful integration of the two aspects must weigh the contribution of information from either sphere to the most cogent data base, and must devise logical and efficacious clinical strategies.
The degrees to which each of the four domains is amenable to standardized management cover the full spectrum of conceivable possibilities. Medicolegal toxicology connected with the abuse of illicit drugs poses very restricted and specific problems with the sole
